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At a recent meeting of the_localweed control authority, an .

action plan was formulated.- It includes: a vigoröus extension
effort via press, radio and group activity, declaration 'of
Johnson grass. as a noxious plant, and obtaining cooperation'
from landowners in containing and then reducing roadside
infestations..

Legislative action".is a key 'factor in combating the problem
on a district-Wide basis.
A series óf farmer group meetings have been held. The

proposál.to have the weed declared noxious obtained wide
süpport, and:cooperation'in.;.working;on roadside infestations
was universally`offered,..
.The exten'sión ,program via mass media and on-farm demonstration

If.declaration.is obtained, it is proposed to set up :a
Johnson grass advisory committee consisting of landholders,
weed.:control Authority representatives, and local extension
officers .of the Department of Agriculture.

GALVANIZED BURR CONTROL ON NON - ARABLE LAND
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Hay Shire covers 11 305 km2, of which 490 km2(4.3 %) is
infested in varying degrees with galvanized burr (Bassia
birchii). All infestations are covered in the control program.

THE PROBLEM

Infested lands are almost entirely sandy rises
streams. Such lands are highly regarded because
better responses to light rains. Burr seedlings
chance .of' emergence and survival on such soils.

and prior
of their
have a greater
Once estab-

lished - they offer very strong competition to_ the annúals
normally found -on 'the lighter, soils. The prolific seed set
and its ready viability allows rapid spread..
`The numerous.,and sharp spines provide a hazard to. grazing
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stock. Consequently, -this and the reduced feed supply, tend to
make stock avoid the infested areas.
Marty landholders have registered their awareness by avoiding

purchase of infested lands and of stock recently pastured
thereon.

HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION

The earliest known infestation occurred in the 1920s. It was
almost assuredly precipitated by seed brought in on sheep pur-
chased in the northern areas. The infestation possibly began
on the 'first- night -camp' from the Hay railhead.

Spread from this point has been by wind, stock and man. Wind
often predominates by tumbling seed-laden broken -off bushes
across the countryside.

CONTROL

Early attempts at control by all concerned lead to very mixed
results. Actually it was often suspected that control attempts
hastened spread. Consequently control and its enforcement.. were
not vigorously pursued.
The 1967 opening of a Departmental office in Hay enabled a

closer cooperation in developing feasible control measures.
Some early trials were attempted after re- appraising past

efforts. Such trials centred upon the removal of over - burden
and the seeds exposed to easy spread by so doing. (Broken -off
twigs containing seeds are often protected from distribution
by the cover of the parent bush).
Visits to Hay by Departmental specialists enabled further .

refinements and a containment program to be developed.

CONTAINMENT

Containment of existing infestations and prevention of new
outbreaks were the prime initial objectives. method
employed was to set up burr -free buffer zones as follows:

a) each individual infestation to be surrounded by a 40+ metre
buffer;

b) individual holdings to have buffer zones when infestation.
crossed.boundaries;

c) only heavier infestations to be buffered;

d) isolated plants to be treated individually, preferably
in situ;

e) downwind areas of the predominant winds to be especially
watched;


